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Chthonic Numinosity of Self as expressed through a watercolor study of  
Shadow & Light mirrored syzygy mandala pairs. A literal process of constructing the center: 

drawing the circle, and then abducing the center, literally drawing it out geometrically in the circle 
to find the center that was intentionally hidden when the circle was drawn by inserting the compass 

point in a rubber paper guard pad. 
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Disclaimer: I will not cow to outdated, local laws in various jurisdictions that state I am required to state that this and and/or any kind of Divination or divination is for 
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Introduction to the Constructing the Center Monograph 
 
The Constructing the Center watercolor series came about as a watercolor study I envisioned to create 

and make a way using my concept of Chthonic Numinosity AS Self to be expressed through Shadow & Light 
mirrored syzygy mandala pairs. The original paintings have approx. 12” diameter circles drawn in pencil on 
140# cold press Montval watercolor block paper. The pencil lines across the paintings are drawn lightly, 
painted up to and around, and then erased after the painting is dry. Initially, this is like stained glass leading, 
the lead between pieces of stained glass. Except here, the leading is literally drawn in with a lead pencil and 
compass, and once a painting dries, it is erased to become negative space leading, white space structure 
between the colors. 

There was a literal process of constructing the center by geometrically drawing in overlaps and 
crossings and patterns to see if I could geometrically discern my way back to direct a line from the painting’s 
initial drawing to pass back through the center, to and through the Origin. Literally and figuratively, doing this 
was a way to construct the center of the circle, and in so doing, find my way back to center myself, to my 
Soul Gardener. This series occurred over the course of 2 years from 1993 to 1995 and stands in my 
experience as an intense and joyful, self-imposed, rite of passage of Initiation in the process of finding a Path 
to Wholeness for myself. Oh yes, there was some wonderfully intense emotional and creative weather along 
the way… well, that’s not true. It was there the whole time. 

The alchemical operations of the process began by drawing a circle with the compass point placed into 
a rubber paper guard pad so as not to mark the paper with the location of the center. That step in itself came 
about from my notion that the center is not necessarily in the middle. The middle is in the middle, and that’s 
often a boring average. The center? It moves around much as does our focus, much as the energetic driver 
of a nucleus does in a cell.  

Then, I abduced the center, literally drew it out geometrically in the circle to find the center that I 
intentionally hid when the circle was drawn. Instead of this being my literally missing the point by striking out 
the assumption and expectation of it, this was an unapologetic place where reasons were wholly 
unreasonable. Forward progress was continually made across that 2 years to develop my ability to 
conscientiously point myself in a direction based on what I felt in my personal radar, to square up and face 
into it, and tack into its wind in a serendipity itinerary where it was not a leave it to the Fates, not a let the 
cards fall where they may.  



This was about me becoming a Geometric Sleuth who employed himself as the Painter of His Own 
Way to inspect my expectations in the first place, to evaporate and blow away the blind spots and mirages 
they create. It was to dispense with the notion of trying to kiss a promise or smoke the narcotic of hope, and 
put my faith back her it belonged. In Me. In me actionably. I guess for the bonehead title of Iconoclast to fit, I 
would have had to care about the rules in the 1st place.  

Oh, though I had certainly learned the rules, endured the taskmaster rigors of lesson after lesson after.. 
Drawing and painting, though, is like learning the alphabet. You get your ABC’s down, and then some words, 
some short sentences. And, before you know it, you’re on your way to speaking with a fluid fluency tuning 
and tailoring clarity of voice. Then, you begin to dance with the language in word and image. The only rule 
here was that there be fluid fluencies that jump the Psychic Synapses in seamless segues start to finish. 

I’ve numbered the images with CtC which equals Constructing the Center so that text will not get in the 
way of your experience. May the paintings speak for themselves. May they speak to you with any messages 
you currently need to receive to nourish and enhance and reinforce and strengthen the process of Your Life, 
Your Way. May you simply enjoy the experience. Best to your process being a lighthouse to illuminate 
troubles so rather than smashing on the rocks, you are able to conscientiously engage troubles with heart. As 
I am fond of saying, Don’t waste trouble. I discovered some of my most precious Inner Geodes that crack 
open to reveal their splendor once I’ve engaged past the surface of the alleged trouble of their rough exterior.  

Don’t waste trouble. Engage it without words. Engage trouble with listening and strategy and planning 
and serendipity and action. You’re not picking a fight if you whole-body listen to another or to a scenario and 
hear only them or it from their perspective without shame or judgment, with unspoken discernment.  

 
What happens when you engage a painting like that?  
 
Please try and experience Constructing the Center like that. See what happens when you meditate on 

or scry into a painting. What messages are you gifted from the painting and also by yourself? I’m always 
open to hear your experience of my work. Please comment on a post at www.jordanhoggard.com if you are 
so inclined with your experience of Constructing the Center. Thank you in advance. And as well, please also 
simply enjoy Constructing the Center as paintings. 

 
Moira’s Blessings,  
Jordan Hoggard 
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